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Editorial
With the South African Covid-19 lockdown entering its second year we felt it was time to lighten our spirits. With Easter
having been celebrated recently we have included a poem by Margaret Wood which could be used as a meditation for
your quiet time.
The Writing Group marked the end of the first year of lockdown by writing a combined sonnet which we share in this
issue and our witches have been busy giving advice to troubled readers. Finally we have some stories to share.

Adjectives
An adjective is a word that modifies, or gives a special characteristic to a noun. We use adjectives in almost every
sentence and sometimes we use more than one to get our message across. But did you know that almost without
thinking we follow a set pattern when we use them?
Mark Forsythe writes:

“Adjectives in English absolutely have to be in this order: opinion-size-age-shape-colour-origin-material-purpose
Noun. So you can have a lovely little old green French silver whittling knife. But if you mess with that word order
in the slightest you’ll sound like a maniac. It’s an odd thing that every English speaker uses that list, but almost none
of us could write it out.”
The Elements of Eloquence

NancyTietz suggests we use “OSASCOMP” as a way to remember the order.

Margaret Wood is a gifted poetess who seems to find writing in verse extremely easy. In honour of
Eastertide we publish this beautiful hymn of praise

By Margaret E Wood
When I behold the myriad stars above
It makes me mindful of Our Father’s love.
And when the glorious rainbow paints the sky
In glowing colours that delight the eye,
It makes me wonder at the reason why
Such caring Saviour was prepared to die.

To think that God’s own Son of sin so free,
Should be prepared to suffer so for me!
I scarcely can begin to take it in
That His brave deed should free us all from sin.

And when I hear the rumbling grumble of the
under thunder
And see the lightning-flash that splits the sky
asunder
It fills my trembling heart with awe and
wonder,
That such a powerful God should die for me.
And when the morning sky of red and gold
Breaks forth in beauty ere the day is old,
With gratitude my aching heart is filled
That God’s own Son for me on Cross was killed.
So when I see the myriad stars above,
I’m truly grateful for Our Father’s love.

Noreen Burton writes:
As a member of the Writing Group I am learning new concepts. Late last year Nancy introduced us to the sonnet. I knew a sonnet was a
sort of poem but that was all. I had to do some research. I learned from my good friend Google that a sonnet is a 14-line poem written in
iambic pentameter.
Whoa! What is iambic pentameter?
I knew from having done Latin at school that ‘pentameter’ must have something to do a measure of five…somethings. Back to Google,
where I learned that an ‘iamb’ is a unit made up of one stressed and one unstressed syllable, so iambic pentameter is five iambs. Da DUM /
da DUM / da DUM / da DUM /da DUM, or ten syllables. But that’s not all you can have poems or sonnets written in other groups of iambs.
So far, so good. But there is more.
I learned that a sonnet is made up of fourteen lines grouped into four quatrains. And what’s more the quatrain must be constructed in a
particular way – the first and third line must rhyme and the second and fourth line must rhyme.
But there is even more:
The sonnet is also written is a particular way. Check this:
A sonnet is composed of a problem and a solution so you can’t just write about anything that takes your fancy. You have to turn it into an
issue of some sort.
Finally I learned that the structure of a sonnet is very particular:
First quatrain: poses the question or states the problem or theme: Rhyming lines: ABAB
Second quatrain must expand on the issue: Rhyming lines: CDCD
Third quatrain resolves the problem, or gives the answer: EFEF, and,
The last two lines conclude the sonnet and must rhyme: GG.
So now, keeping all that in my head, I had to try and compose a sonnet!
The following month we each read our first quatrain and selected the one we thought was best. Our homework was to compose the second
quatrain to continue the first quatrain and we repeated the process for the third quatrain and final two lines. We called our shared sonnet
“Lockdown Woes” and we are quite proud of it!

LOCKDOWN WOES
When locked at home from fortune and men’s eyes
I all alone beweep my curfewed state
And trouble heaven with my bootless cries
While hearing speeches from the Head of State. (Linda Smith)
With mask donned and often sanitised hands
I fear Covid and its many woes
Friends and family afar like distant lands
No splashing in the sea or dipping toes.
(Neela Dhaya)
No booze, no parties; masked, I walk alone
Around my yard times two and twenty-eight;
My only human contact is by phone
I’m left bereft behind my well-closed gate (Noreen Burton)
But time does pass and I’ll be free once more
To welcome friends and loved-ones through my door. (Noreen Burton)

Laura Maynard has a wonderful sense of humour. She sent us
these jokes to brighten your day:
Jimmy went to the Police Station to report the loss of his dog.
Sergeant: “Describe him to me.”
Jimmy: “He only has one ear. He was in a dog fight, and one ear was bitten
off.”
Sergeant: “Continue.”
Jimmy: “He walks on three legs. He chased a cat across the road, and was hit
by a truck.”
Sergeant: “Anything else?”
Jimmy: “A snake spat in his face so he’s blind in one eye.
Sergeant: “What is your dog’s name?!”
Jimmy: “Lucky.”

FOLLY TO BE WISE.
by Laura Maynard
Recently one Sunday when my daughter Maryeen and I were returning in
the car from church, I said loudly,
“Stop, I think I’ve seen some mushrooms.”
She stopped and reversed slightly. Sure enough there was a cluster of a
dozen or more Field Mushrooms on the grassy sidewalk. She took out the
basket we always keep in the car, and picked some which were pink
underneath, so we knew they were the edible ones.
When we got home, we decided to have them on toast for lunch.
While Maryeen was cleaning & frying them, I was doing some sewing in my
bedroom.
After a while she called out to me,
“Ma come and look, I’m not too sure about these mushrooms. They are a
funny colour.”
I looked into the pan, and couldn’t believe my eyes. They were a bright
yellow colour!
“That’s not right! Not in all my years of mushroom collecting have I ever
come across that. I’m going to google it.”
I was astounded to find that one can get a yellow-staining mushroom called
‘Agaricus xanthodermis’, and although it won’t kill, it can cause serious
gastrointestinal upset.
Having grown up in the country, my mother and I always went mushroom
hunting on the village golf course, and I grew up knowing which were edible,
and which were poisonous. In fact, I considered myself a bit of a ‘fundi’.
where mushrooms were concerned!
It just goes to show that it is “Folly to be wise”, and also, “Pride comes
before a fall”. And “One is never too old to learn”!

A JOKE IN 50 WORDS:
A mother bear with her two cubs lived in a den in Canada.
One day the female cub asked her mother, “When I grow up, will I have cubs?”
The mother replied.
“Yes.”
When the male cub asked the same question, she replied. “No, you don’t have a
cubby hole”.

Unhappy,
Believe me, you are not sexy and your friend
was not jealous. She was right. You have said
it all. You are unhappy. That is because you
have lost your integrity. There is a saying: A
friend’s eye is a good mirror – she told you the
truth but you didn’t want to listen.

They say a problem shared is a problem halved.
We have a letter to the witches:
Dear Witches,
My best friend has dropped me over a boy we
both like. He likes both of us but I want him for
myself so I decided to make him notice me more

No boy is worth losing your best friend. No boy is worth getting a
reputation for being ‘sexy’. Believe you me, you'll regret it. Be honest
with yourself, listen to your best friend, apologise and rebuild both
your relationship and your integrity.
And ditch the boy!
Griselda
And ditch the boy.

than her. I borrowed some clothes from another
girl and I used my mom’s make up. I thought I
looked very sexy and so did the boy. My friend
was jealous. She said that I looked like a slut, so
we had a big fight.
I am now going out with the boy but I am very
unhappy. I want to still be best friends. I don’t
know what to do.
Sexy but Unhappy.
Benoni

Unhappy,
You are an idiot if you think that dressing like a slut
will win you true love. It is obvious that your auras are
not aligned. Ask your boyfriend to join you in a palmreading with me (R50 per head) and I might be able
to sort you out.
As for your friend: Can you be sure that she is not seeing the boy behind
your back?
Come for a private palm reading (R100) and bring something that
belongs to your friend. That will allow me to read your aura and align
your vibrations to make you attractive to both the boy and your friend.

Contact me on my website AskaWitch.com
Brunhilda Wicca

Each month the group is given a number of ‘prompts’ or titles to fuel the creative fires. It is always interesting to listen to
what different people create from the same title. This is one that we all enjoyed:

Rocks
By Jenny Evens

Walking on the mountain was a newly discovered joy for me. Putting on my walking shoes and preparing my mind for the outing was
the challenge. I had to bribe myself with rewards for when the excursion was over. Also the packets of power snacks for the journey
were a great incentive.
I had just discovered the beautiful walk on the ridge of Silvermine overlooking the leafy suburbs of Tokai and Constantia. Today I was
going to take a different route. This path would lead me higher up the mountain.
Spring was evident and the flora coming into bloom was in deep contrast to the recently blackened earth as a result of the devastating
mountain fires the previous year. An hour later, hot and bothered, I stopped to analyse the terrain. Some distance ahead I caught
sight of what looked like the entrance to a cave. I cautiously picked my way over the boulders till I reached the shade at the entrance
to a small cave. I sat down, pulled out my binoculars and surveyed the magnificence of the mountain to my left and the valley below.
With my power-snack packet open, I was queen of the world. Without any warning I was suddenly aware of a shadow passing in front
of my binoculars obscuring my vision.
I dropped the binoculars into my lap. There two metres in front of me stood a teenage boy with wild greasy hair, wearing a filthy shirt
and tattered pants. His sandals were tied on with rags and his toenails were the colour of the surrounding earth. In his left hand he
held the lid of a garbage bin and in his elevated right hand he twirled a short stick. For a few moments neither of us spoke.
The shock had completely weakened my knees so I remained seated but tried to shuffle backwards, away from him.
He bent down
towards me and asked
“What do you want here?” I told him I had been walking and was taking a rest. I noticed him eyeing my snack packet so I
offered it to him. He snatched it like a wild beast and stuffed the nuts and raisins into his mouth till he looked like a greedy squirrel.
All the while I was wondering how I could get out of this situation. I asked him who he was. He said he was guardian of the mountain
and had lived there a long time. For a while he was quiet and then he asked me if I was a policewoman. I told him I was not and
meant him no harm.

He kept eyeing my backpack so I stood up, telling him it was now time for me to go home. He then got an anxious look in his eyes and said
I would not be going home. I started to feel panic rise from the pit of my stomach but decided to keep calm. He said he could see I was a
good lady and he wanted to show me something in the cave. Anxiously I got to my feet and slowly walked into the cave.

Light was coming in from a small opening some distance away. The floor of the cave was trampled earth and smelled of smoke and rotting
leaves. A wooden box containing a rusty pot and some cooking utensils stood next to a ring of stones on the floor, used as a fireplace.
As my eyes adjusted to the light I could see that the rocky walls of the cave were painted with many different scenes. I walked closer and
touched them. This was unbelievable. I asked the boy who had done this. He asked me if they were good. I assured him they were. I
could see he grew a few centimetres taller. He said if I had some time he would tell me how he started painting on stones.
He had lived on the Cape Flats with his father and one night as his father was returning home from work, crossing the highway, he had
been hit by a car and died. He lived with his aunt for a while. Her house was right next to the highway so to appease his anger at his
father's death he took to collecting stones and painting his father's face on them. He would then walk up the 58 steps to the middle of the
footbridge over the highway and throw stones at the passing cars. Once he had been caught and confined to juvenile detention.
He had then decided to walk across town to see how the rich people lived. This was a new world all together and petty crime became a
way of survival for him. It was only when he had been bitten by a savage Rottweiler that he decided to make his way up the mountain. He
would steal food, and clothing from the big houses and on one of these escapades had picked up some acrylic paint and brushes.
After sharing with him my love for art, I promised to bring him some art equipment and food the next time I walked on the mountain.
Once again he eyed my backpack. I opened it and gave him my jacket and T-shirt and my last packet of treats. As I was leaving I said, “I
still don't know your name.”
He said “My Dad used to call me Rockie, but I have grown up now so you can call me Rocks.”

And here is another one .

I was expected to eat it!
By Sobhna Poona
Hunger gnawed at my brain and pummelled my gut. I could feel a massive headache coming on. A routine morning shop had turned out to be a long
and exhausting day. I wish I had scoffed my breakfast. It was probably inedible now. My mom had insisted I drive her to one shop, which then became
another and another, despite my having told her that my morning had already been planned. She was an amputee and had never learned to drive.
“One more stop,” she pleaded.
“I haven’t seen your Aunty Lilly since she moved house after her doggy Riley passed away. We are in her area, so let’s find her house and surprise
her.”
“I’m hungry,” I said exasperated, impatient, and very annoyed. My headache worsened. I was grumpy. My mother rummaged in her cluttered handbag
and retrieved a squashed, gooey diabetic energy bar. I looked at it with disgust and said, “You want me to eat that?”
Just because I was hungry, I was expected to eat it. Yuck!
I could see the look of disappointment on my mother’s face as she tucked the treat away. “Okay,” she said, “Just a quick visit. When we get home, I
will prepare your favourite lunch.” I sulked and grudgingly drove to where we thought Aunty Lilly lived.
We arrived in silence, stopping at the bottom of a very steep, unpaved driveway. The area looked quite deserted. I was in a foul mood. I parked the
car, and made my way up the steep and uneven path. I knocked on the door several times. No answer. “Hello,” I shouted. Suddenly I heard loud
barking, and then to my shock and horror, two massive growling dogs came charging down the hill towards me. My mind raced. I could never outrun
these two dogs.
I froze, and immediately felt two strong jaws grip both my wrists. I could feel the adrenaline. “Hello you beautiful bubs,” I heard myself calmly say to
the dogs. “And where do you live? What handsome doggies.” I immediately felt the jaws ease their grips on my wrists. The confused animals sat
down, eying me suspiciously. I wondered if they could hear my racing heart. Then they slowly backed off, and sauntered, uncertain up the hill. I
stepped backwards towards the car, turned around, and made a final dash to the door.
I could see the look of concern and then relief on my mother’s soft face. “Thank goodness they didn’t tear you apart,” she said, squeezing my hand as
the tears welled up in her eyes.
“I’m okay Mom,” I said, trying to console her, all thoughts of hunger in abeyance. “You know, what I would really love right now is that gooey bar in
your bag.”
She smiled tenderly, dried her tears, and reached into her handbag. Her love was tangible.
“How could I ever get cross with my mom?” I scolded myself, stifling my tears.
I started the car. “Where to now mother?” I asked cheerfully. “Let’s find Aunty Lilly’s house.”
*Bubs = endearing term for dogs

